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Number representation can be used for representing the coefficients of the digital filter as a means
of reducing the multiplication size and improved the computation speed. However, when each
coefficient is rounded to the different number representations, their quantization different error
is caused. This quantization round-off error of coefficients can influence the magnitude of the
stopband attenuation when implementing the finite impulse response(FIR) low pass filter(LPF).
The number representation systems here include two’s complement number representation sys-
tem, canonical signed digit(CSD) number representation system and sum of power-of-two(SPT)
number representation system.
In this work, we analyze the round-off error of coefficient of digital filter using different number
representation systems and give the probability density distribution of round-off error at various
word-lengths. As the SPT number representation is also related to the Hamming weight K,
the probability density distribution changes with varies the value of the K. Then implementing
the FIR LPF filter with the different number system to find out the influence of coefficients
quantization on the stopband attenuation.
Furthermore, a cost function is used to connect the computation size and filter performance
together to find a FIR LPF which has acceptable performance and quicker computation. This
cost function is used to indicate the proper word-length and filter length for approximate FIR
LPF which achieved by different number representations systems. After comparison of 1159
of approximate FIR LPF used different number representation, we try to find out the suitable
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Digital signal processing has developed rapidly in past 50 years. It has brought a lot of signif-
icant achievements and advances to our engineering and science fields, such as communication,
audio system, imagine compression, antenna systems and speech processing [1, 2, 4]. With the
development of microelectronic integrated hardware, digital signal processing also experienced
a revolution. The smaller, faster and cheaper integrated-circuit have made the digital signal
processing hardware not only more computation powerfully but also more compact, reliable and
sophisticated as well as inexpensive [1]. However, because the analog to digital converters still
cannot work fast enough and the computation is too complex to performed in real-time high
frequency signals are different to process efficiently. To solve these problems, we still need make
every effort to develop digital signal processing.
Digital filter are the foundation of digital signal processing. The design of filters is the basic unit
in all the digital processing application. In the past 50 years, different kinds of filters have been
designed, becoming more accurate and operating at higher speeds. Research on the method of
design for smaller and more effective Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter have been experienced
by generations [5].
One method to speed up the computation is implementing FIR filter using appropriate number
representation [6]. As we know that numerical values can be represented in many different ways,
like non-positional Roman Numerals or positional Hindu-Arabic Numerals (0,1,2,3...9) [7, 8].
The positional number system is more widely used because it simplifies a number of arithmetic
operations. In this way, the number representation used in the FIR filter is to replace the
traditional representation with more appropriate representation for coefficients as to simplify
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the computation [9].
1.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In this thesis, we analyze the coefficients quantization error effects on the frequency response of
finite impulse response(FIR) low pass filter(LPF) used different number representation systems
and implementing FIR LPF using these number representations. This thesis includes:
• A theoretical analysis on coefficient quantization errors of using different number repre-
sentations.
• Implementing FIR LPF with different number representation systems.
• A cost function is proposed to connect the filter performance and computation together.
This cost function is used to indicate the proper word-length and filter length for imple-
menting FIR LPF filter with different number representations.
• A comparison of cost for each number representation system.
1.2 OUTLINE OF THESIS
The organization of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the background of digital filter and some main factors related to the FIR
filter design. These factors include the filter specifications, basic computation cost, word length,
filter length and quantization effects.
Chapter 3 introduces the four number representation systems. There are common binary number
representation, redundant number system, canonical signed digit(CSD) number representation
and sum of power-of-two number representation.
Chapter 4 provides the coefficients quantization error of each number representation and gives
the experimental and simulation results of implementing the FIR LPF with different number
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representations. This chapter gives the cases of probability density distribution for SPT number
representation system at various word-length and their distribution trend.
Chapter 5 gives a cost function to measure the filter performance and computation size. This
cost function helps to choose the proper word-length and filter length for approximate FIR LPF
filters. It compares the cost of FIR LPFs using the CSD number representation and using SPT
number representation when the value of K increases.




In the digital signal processing field, digital filters play an import role and are widely used in the
language of signal processing, image signal processing, biomedical signal processing, and other
areas. A digital filter is a mathematical operations performed on a digital input signal to reduce
unexpected signals or enhance some desired signals [4]. Digital filters are more accurate, more
reliable, and easier to integrate due to being programmable [1].
Digital filters can be classified as time-invariant or time-varying, linear or non-linear [4, 5, 10].A
linear system is shown in Figure 2.1. This system is also a simple Finite Impulse Response(FIR)
filter. In this thesis, we focus on the design and implementation of linear and time-invariant
(LTI) finite impulse response (FIR) filters.
2.1 SPECIFICATION OF DIGITAL FILTER
As mentioned, digital filters have number of advantages over analog filter [2, 11]. When im-
plementing a digital filter it is necessary to consider its specification. Figure 2.2 shows the
important characteristics of a low-pass digital filter. The passband, transition band and stop-
band regions, passband ripple and stopband attenuation are all illustrated. Passband is a range
of frequencies that pass through a filter with little attenuation. In Figure 2.2, the passband
h(n)
x(n) y(n)=x(n)*h(n)
Figure 2.1: A simple linear system expressed in time domain.
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Figure 2.2: A low-pass digital filter frequency response [1].
indicates the frequency region is greater than -3 dB. The stopband is the region where there
is full attenuation. The transition region is the band of frequencies between the passband and
stopband. Passband ripple refers to fluctuation in the passband and is measured in dB. Stop-
band attenuation is measured between the peak passband amplitude and the largest stopband
lobe amplitude [1, 2, 12].
Other filter specification such as cut-off frequency, overshoot and rolloff may also be considered
in digital filter design. The cut-off frequency is the frequency at which the ratio of the (in-
put/output) has a magnitude of 0.707, which is -3 dB. Rolloff is used to describe the slope of the
filter response between stopband and passband, usually a higher roll-off rate is close to ideal.
Overshoot is presented when the output of a filter has a larger value than the input, especially
for the step response [2, 13].
Besides, the filter length and word-length are also have the crucial influence on the digital filter
design. The filter length is the number of coefficients. The word-length is the number of bits
used to quantize the coefficients and signal values [4]. These details are covered in Section 2.2.3
and Section 2.2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Direct form FIR digital filter structure [1].
2.2 FIR FILTER
An FIR filter is a digital filter whose impulse response is a finite-duration [5]. If the input of the
FIR filter becomes a sequence of zeros, its output will also become zeros [14]. The no feedback
structure of FIR filter characteristic make the FIR filter inherently stable [15]. The lack of phase
distortion is another advantage of the FIR filter. This leads to the FIR filter can be linear phase
filter [2].
A direct form discrete-time FIR filter of order N is [1, 4, 11]




where x[n] is the input signal while y[n] is output signal. h0,h2,...,hN are the coefficients of the
FIR filter. Figure 2.3 is a direct form discrete-time FIR filter of order 4. Z−1 is the an N-stage
delay line.
2.2.1 Pole-zero Plots
A pole-zero plot shows the location (in the z-plane) of the poles and zeros in a dynamic way
[1, 2, 15]. It is a useful graphical representation for conveying some properties of the filter in
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frequency domain and z-domain, such as stable or minimum phase. In z-plane, there is a unit














where the B and A are polynomials in z. The zeros are roots of the B(z) and the poles are the
roots of the A(z). A plot contains zeros and poles of a system on a z-plane is the Pole-zero plots.
‘o’(circle) is used to represent the zeros and ‘x’(cross) refers to the poles in a Pole-zero plot [15].
Pole-zero plots can examine the frequency domain and z-domain conveniently.
The placement of poles and zeros are based on mapping of frequencies to the z-domain, the
design of filter using pole-zero method relates to trail and error [2]. The locations of poles and
zeros work with each other to give a impact on the response. Usually, the higher filter order and
more poles and zeros, the easier to meet the ideal specifications [2, 4].
As mentioned previously, an FIR filter has two properties which are stable and linear phase.
FIR filters are always stable because poles are always within the unit circle, so the poles cannot
influence the stability of an FIR system [2]. Figure 2.4 illustrates that the pole-zero plot works
as FIR LPF. The zero is located at the origin of the unity circle and pole is at the positive axis
but still inside unit circle. The vector length of numerator ( the distance from zero to unit circle)
is always 1 but the denominator (the distance from pole to unit circle) increases with increasing
of frequency ( from position A to position B ). In this way, the magnitude decreases (the ratio
of the numerator and denominator lengths) which works as a LPF frequency response [2].
2.2.2 Multiplication Size
Registers, adders and multipliers are essential elements for implementing a FIR filter in hardware
[16]. Figure 2.5 shows the delay, multiplier and adder in FIR filter.
The implementation can be described as the following procedure [16]:
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Figure 2.4: Pole zero plot of a low pass filter [2]
Figure 2.5: Delay,multiplier and adder in FIR filter structure
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1. Feed the input signal sample into the delay line.
2. Multiply each sample by the corresponding coefficients in the delay line and accumulate
the result. Usually, it is called MAC operation.
3. Shift the delay line by one sample to make room for the next input sample.
Multiplication size we discussed here is the number of multipliers which is used in MAC op-
erations. Multiplication size can be reduced by eliminating the multipliers, such as splitting
multipliers or using some number representation systems.
2.2.3 Effects of Finite Word-length
In practice, digital signals and filter coefficients are represented by the finite number of bits, this
results the quantization effects. Quantization is commonly performed by approximating values
using a fixed number of bits, where there are various representations and methods of rounding.
Quantization leads to rippling in the stopband response such that the performance differ from the
digital design specification [2]. Figure 2.6 shows the response of a FIR LPF with 32 coefficients
using a word-length of 8 bits, and Figure 2.7 depicts the same filter except with 12-bits words.
The filter of Figure 2.7 is clearly a better approximate to the original infinite-precision filter
than the filter in Figure 2.7, particularly in the stopband behavior.
The use of limited word-length is an important characteristic of practical digital filter imple-
mentation. Word-length affects the quantization noise in the coefficients, as well as having
implications on aspects of the hardware implementation (memory, computation time, etc).
The poles and zeros will differ from the original poles and zeros after quantization, resulting in
a different frequency response. There are four main problems that may result from using a finite
word-length [1, 2, 4, 14,17]:
• Quantization noise, which is controlled by signal- to-noise ratio. Increasing number of bits
can improve SNR. Oversampling is another way to reduce it.
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Figure 2.6: The frequency response of 31 order FIR LPF with coefficients quantized at 8 bits
• Coefficient quantization, which as we mentioned before, quantized coefficient cause fre-
quency response changing. For example, a larger passband ripple or a smaller stopband
attenuation.
• Roundoff errors, which refer to store result of a multiplication after lower-order bits have
already been discarded. In this way, there is a roundoff error. This error can be controlled
by different arithmetic and filter structure.
• Overflow, which is caused by arithmetic operations. Sometimes, the result of sum of two
large number will exceeds the initial word-length. It is necessary scale coefficients of filter
in case overflow.
The coefficient quantization will be the one of our research objectives in our thesis.
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Figure 2.7: The frequency response of 31 order FIR LPF with coefficients quantized at 12 bits
2.2.4 Filter Length
Filter length is the number of coefficients. Larger filters tend to have better performance, as
roll-off becomes sharper and the passband ripples and stopband ripples are reduced [2, 4, 5, 14].
By way of example the frequency response of three FIR filter (with filter length is 32, 42 and
52) are plotted, Figure 2.8 with the desired passband and stopband frequencies at 8 KHz and
12 KHz respectively. It is shown that the performance of a filter improves with greater filter
length. Compared with the FIR filter which filter length is 32, FIR filter with 52 filter length
obtains sharper roll-off and better stopband attenuation. However, the use of large filter lengths
requires more computation when convolving the input signal with the filter coefficients [2]. In
this way, the filter length also gives a influence on the multiplication size when implementing a
filter on the hardware.
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Figure 2.8: The frequency response of FIR Filter with different filter length
2.2.5 Quantization
Nearly all digital signal processing involve quantization. Quantization is the process of converting
continuous values to a relatively discrete set [2]. If each sample is quantized as a set of zeros
and ones during quantization, it is called digitally quantized. Quantization causes noise and
loss of information of signals [1,2,4], which is the quantization noise. The noise caused by three
main source [6, 18]. There are input quantization [19, 20], coefficient quantization [17, 21–23]
and quantization caused in arithmetic operations [24]. The quantizations error can be caused
by rounding, truncation and sign-magnitude truncation. The error between an input value x
and its quantized value Qr(x) is the quantization error er, which is described by Equation 2.3.
The quantization error discussed here is round-off error. Hence, the round-off quantized error is
symmetric about zero [2, 17].
er = Qr(x)− x (2.3)
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Figure 2.9: Quantization error in rounding [1].
Figure 2.9 demonstrates when x is a continuous-valued signal amplitude. A signal x[n] could fall
into the full-scale range which is its maximum variation D = xmax−xmin. If x[n] is quantized to
L quantization levels with the full-scale range of D, then the resolution ( also called quantization
step size ∆ ) is,
∆ = D/L . (2.4)
For an 8-bit quantizer, the range is 20 log 28 ≈ 48 dB [2]. For rounding quantization of simple
two’s complement, when L become infinite, the error value can equally distribute at any position
in the range −∆/2 and ∆/2, which is a uniform distribution [1,2]. Figure 2.10 illustrates when
input value quantized to two’s complement values, the probability density distribution of round-
off error strictly obey the uniform distribution. The quantization step size is 2−b.
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Figure 2.10: Statistical characterization of round-off quantization errors
2.2.6 Quantization of Filter Coefficients
For FIR filter, the coefficients quantization has the influence on the magnitude. Figure 2.11 gives
the comparison of frequency response of the 31 order FIR LPF with the quantized coefficients
and unquantized coefficients. It is obviously that the coefficients quantization affects on the
magnitude of the stopband ripples.
When representing coefficients of digital filter, a moderate word-length is considered to keep the
reduce the error in the frequency response. When quantizing a coefficient to (b+ 1) bits, if the
filter length increase, then the word-length also should be increased to keep the same round-off
error. The error of rounding the coefficient also follows the uniform distribution [1,17]. For a M





where the e(n) is the quantized error. As the error also follows the uniform distribution, so the
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Figure 2.11: Effect of coefficients quantization of an 31 order FIR LPF






From above stand deviation, it is clearly that in order to keep the δ remains 0, the word-length
has to increase extra 1 bit with increasing every factor of 4 filter length. In this way, the effect
of the magnitude on the frequency response can be fixed at the same level.
2.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we give general background informations of the FIR digital filter. It contains the
specifications of the filters and the other factors related to the filter design. The specification
of filter including the passband edged frequency, stopband edge frequency, the worst stopband
attenuation and the filter length, some high demanded filter also requires the sharp of the
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response in some specified frequency band.
The pole and zero plots is presented to help understanding the frequency response in the z-
domain. It is also introduced filter length and word-length gives the impacts on the filter
performance. The filter length influences the multiplication size and the finite word-length gives




The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce the different kinds of number representation sys-
tems. The common binary number representation, redundant number representation, canonical
signed digit(CSD) number representation and sum of power two (SPT) number representation
are detailed. Each number representation scheme has its advantages, we specifically look at the
pseudo-redundant number representations to improve computational cost.
3.1 COMMON BINARY NUMBER REPRESENTATION
3.1.1 Unsigned Binary Number Representation
The unsigned binary number system is a commonly used representation in digital systems.
Unsigned binary is a positional number system with base two, where digits are either zero(0) or
one(1) [9]. Each digit is referred to as a bit [2,25]. A whole number X can be represented using





i αi ∈ {0, 1}. (3.1)
For example, the number X = 14910 can be express as 8 bits, α = 100101012. The range of
whole numbers that can represented by an N-bit unsigned binary number is
0 ≤ X ≤ 2N − 1. (3.2)
Hence, a one byte (8 bit) number can represented 0 to 255.
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3.1.2 Signed Binary Number Representation
Signed Binary is also base two but is able to encode negative integers as well as positive integers.
The two common methods of signed binary representation are described here: signed magnitude
and two’s complement [25].
3.1.2.1 Signed Magnitude Number Representation
Signed magnitude representation allocates a “ sign bit” in sequences of the binary set. Typically,
the most significant bit is designated as the sign bit, where a sign bit of 1 indicates a negative
sign and a zero sign bit indicates position sign [3,7,26]. Other than the sign bit, the rest of bits






i αi ∈ {0, 1}. (3.3)
For example, the number X = −14910 in signed magnitude format is represented as α =
(1)100101012 using 9 bits (the minimum for this number), where (1) is the sign bit. The range
of values that can be represented using N -bits signed magnitude is
−2N−1 + 1 ≤ X ≤ 2N−1 − 1. (3.4)
Compared to unsigned binary, an extra bit for the sign bit is required while being able to
represent the same values ( and negative values in addition). Zero can be represented in two
ways, using either a one or zero sign bit. An 8-bit signed magnitude number can encode the
values from -127 to 127. Signed magnitude number representation commonly used in Analog-
to-Digital Converter (ADC).
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Figure 3.1: Counting wheel for 4-bit two’s complement integer numbers [3]
3.1.2.2 Two’s Complement Number Representation
Two’s complement representation is widely used in computing hardware due to its simplicity
and effectives for performing arithmetic operations [1, 25–27]. In two’s complement, positive
numbers are represented the same way as in unsigned binary and signed magnitude binary.
However, negative numbers use represented as the two’s complement of their absolute value,
where taking the two’s complement is equivalent to taking the one’s complement (inversion of
each bit) and adding one [1, 25, 28].The numbers can be shown in a wheel diagram format in
Figure 3.1 [3]. One of useful properties of two’s complement addition is that which the final sum
of a string of numbers maybe correct, the partial sums could involve overflows [1]. The most
significant bit is also called the sign bit and indicates a negative number if the bit is 1. The
value of a number in N -bits two’s complement can be obtained from [26],




i αi ∈ {0, 1}. (3.5)
For instance, the number X = −14910 is α = 101101011 two’s complement with 9 bits. Two’s
complement with N bits can represent the range [1]:
−2N−1 ≤ X ≤ 2N−1 − 1. (3.6)
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From Equation (3.6), when n is 8, the integers from -128 to 127 can be represented using two’s
complement.
3.2 REDUNDANT NUMBER SYSTEM
A redundant number system is a numeral system that uses more than β digits to represent a
radix-β digit [25, 29, 30]. In this way, most of numbers have more than one representation. In
general, a redundant number system allows negative values. With a radix of β and N digits,










SN = {αi : αi mod β}, (3.9)
|SN | ≥ 1. (3.10)
For example, when β = 2 ,N = 8 and α ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Here, symbol 1̄ is use to represent the
value of -1. In this way, the value X = 11510 can be represented as either 10010101, 10101̄1̄01,
1001101̄1̄ or α4 = 10101̄01̄1̄. The representation of a number in redundant number system is
not unique [25].
Following the Equation (3.7), the case where the radix is β = 2 is a redundant binary repre-
sentation(RBR). RBR is not other binary number representation, a carry-free addition can be
allowed in RBR, but it slow down the bitwise logical operation [30]. The RBR is a signed-digit
representation when the digits have signs [29,30].
However, some number representations share some of the characteristics of RBR but they also
have their own constrained conditions to represent values. In some situations these constrains
lead to a number representation that is redundant number representation, we call these pseudo-
redundant numbers. The representation like Canonical sigend digit (CSD) and sum of power-of-
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two(SPT) number representation system are pseudo-redundant number representations. These
two number representations are introduced in Section 3.3 Section 3.4.
3.2.1 Hamming Weight and Hamming Distance
Hamming weight refers to the number of non-zero symbols in a number representation string,
denoted by K [31–33]. For binary number representation, the Hamming weight is the numbers
of 1. For example, the unsigned binary representation of 149 is 10010101 and the Hamming
weight is K = 4.
Hamming distance can be interpreted as the number of bits which need to be changed in order
to convert one string to another [31–33].
Hamming weight and Hamming distance are commonly used metrics when implementing digital
filters in software and hardware. Reducing the Hamming weight and Hamming distance reduces
computation, especially with redundant number systems [31].
3.3 CANONICAL SIGNED DIGIT(CSD) NUMBER REPRESENTATION
Canonical Signed Digits(CSD) representation is a number representation for reducing the com-
plexity of coefficients of an FIR filter [27, 34–40]. The way the CSD representation can make
coefficients simplicity is because it can represent the coefficient using the minimum hamming
weight [27, 34, 36].In this way, the number of multipliers can be decreased significantly [27]. It
has been successfully used by others [41,42].





i αi ∈ {−1, 0, 1} αi ∗ αi+1 = 0, (3.11)
with the noted constrain that its adjacent digits cannot be both non-zero digit. Equation (3.11)
includes the property that two adjacent digits cannot both be non-zero digits. For example,
when X = 14910, N = 8, α = 1001010. In addition, CSD number representation has a unique
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representation for each number. The use of CSD representation can reduce arithmetic compu-
tation compared to using two’s complement [27, 40]. CSD number representation has a 50 %
probability of a zero digit, its maximum number of non-zero digits is n/2, while the probability
is around 2/3 for being a zero-digit.
3.4 SUM OF POWER-OF-TWO(SPT) NUMBER SYSTEM
In binary computation, it is a simple process that multiplying a number by an integer power-
of-two. Hence, in order to reduce the multiplications in the binary arithmetic it is good to
represent the number using all integer power-of-two terms [6,18,43,44]. In the SPT space, there
are three representations with their own constraint. In this section, we give the details of these
three representations.
3.4.1 Signed Magnitude Sum of Power-of-Two(SMPTK) Number Representation
SMPTK is a method that uses the integer power-of-two terms to represent a number [6,18,44,45].
It is also a number system with base 2 and zero(1) or one(1) is its digits but it allocates a “sign
bit” in the most significant bit to indicates the number is negative or positive. If the sign bit is
on as 1, the number is negative whereas the number is positive when the sign bit is 0. Besides,
the K is the Hamming weight of the SMPTK number representation. A whole number X can





q(i) , αi ∈ {0, 1} , (3.12)
where Q ≤ q(i) ≤ N − 1. K is the number of the Hamming weight. When the K = 2 and Q = 8,
a number X = −14910 can be represented as α = (−1)10010000 using N = 9 bits (the minimum
for this number). The advantage of this representation is that it can limit the Hamming weight
of the representation, which can effectively reduced the number of non-zero digits [44].
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3.4.2 Signed Digit Sum of Power-of-Two(SPTK) Number Representation
SPTK plays a very important role in implement FIR filter designing [44,46–49]. In order to design
multiplierless filters, most application using signed power-of-twos term(SPTK) to represent the
coefficient value and signals [6,18]. SPTK number representation can be interpreted as a method
that can represent a number that using the signed integer power-of-two terms also with the
number of K hamming weight [18, 42, 44]. It is proposed that representing coefficient in same
number of signed power-of-two(SPT) terms is more efficient [44,45,47,50,51]. Another method
is desirable to make all the SPT terms in the least weight length for whole filter [6,18,44,47]. It
is also be proved if coefficient value are assigned with different number of SPT terms but keeping
the total number of SPT terms fixed had unexpected advantage [6, 18,44].
In this thesis, we will explore to represent coefficients in the same number of SPT. A number X





qi αi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, (3.13)
where Q ≤ q(i) ≤ N − 1 and K is the number of SPT terms. For example, when the Q = 8,
K = 3, N is 8 bits, the number X = 154d can be represented to precise 2
8 as α=10011000.
Actually, it is a good combination to combine limited hamming weight and SPT term together.
The SPTK is more efficient as it requires the minimum hamming weight, so it is more effectively
reducing the number of multiplication in the arithmetic [6, 18, 44, 46]. A SPTK representation
for a number is unique sequence [42].
Furthermore, the SPTK with CSD constraint is widely used in representing the number. The
CSD constraint is aiming to make the adjacent two digits in representation cannot be nonzero
[6, 18]. In this way, the X can be represented to a precision 2Q by N bits digit canonic SPT





qi αi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, αi ∗ αi+1 = 0, (3.14)
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where Q ≤ q(i) ≤ N − 1. The constraint αi ∗ αi+1 = 0 make sure the adjacent two digits cannot
be both non-zero. Also, the maximum of the SPT term is up to K, which means the hamming
weight of the this representation is K. In this way, the number X = 154d can be represented to
precise 28 as α=101001̄00 when the the Q = 8, K = 3 and N is 8 bits.
For SPT number representation system, the representable value is related to the K, the greater
of value of K, the more numbers can be represented.
3.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we introduced the common binary number representation, redundant number
representation, CSD number representation and SPT number representation. They all have their
own advantages in practice. These number representations are widely used in the digital signal
processing field especially for the digital filter design. The redundant number representation can
allows addition without using a typical carry in FPGA. CSD number representation can make
the essentially multiplierless and the SPT number representation system can specific limit the
number of non-zero digits in the computation. In the next chapter, we will implement the FIR
LPF filter with different number representations.
Chapter 4
THE COEFFICIENT QUANTIZATION ERROR
The coefficient quantization round-off error has been studies by years, a lot of work is looking into
the connection between the round-off noise and filter sensitivity to the coefficient quantization
errors [52]. In this chapter, we look into coefficient quantization error and run experiments to
implement the FIR LPF using different number representation systems. We provide an analysis
and comparison of the distribution of round-off error for quantizing coefficients using the two’s
complement representation, CSD representation and SPT number representation system. The
main purpose of this chapter is to derive the probability density distribution of round-off error
of coefficients using SPT number representation systems.
4.1 IMPLEMENTING FIR FILTER METHODS
4.1.1 FIR filter Design Methods
Generally, there are three main popular design methods [2]:
1. Parks-McClellan algorithm: Also known as the Remez Exchange method is the most widely
used in implementing FIR filter. It is an iteration algorithm accepts that specification of
filter in terms of frequency of stopband, passband, passband ripple, and stopband attenu-
ation. It is popular method because it can optimize all important parameters.
2. Windowing: Windowing methods is a simple and quick technique to design of FIR filter.
In order to get desired response, the window is used to shape the impulse response of filters.
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3. Direct Calculation: The impulse responses of certain types of FIR filters can be calculated
directly from formulas.
4.1.2 FIR LPF Specification
For the purpose of illustration, the following specification is used throughout this chapter for
the implementation of FIR low-pass Filter based on the Park-McClellan method:
Approximate infinite filter specification is as below:
1) Filter length, N=32
2) Filter type: low pass
3) Passband edge: 8000 Hz
4) Stopband edge: 12000 Hz
5) Stopband attenuation: 50dB


















Table 4.1 shows all the coefficients of the filter, give to six significant digits. The corresponding
frequency response of the filter is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Frequency response of approximate infinite filter
4.2 IMPLEMENTING FIR LPF FILTER USING TWO’S COMPLEMENT
REPRESENTATION
4.2.1 Quantization of Coefficient of Two’s Complement Representation
In general, the result of multiplying two numbers with N bits word-length will be 2N bits in
length. Due to the limitation of the implemented word-length, truncation or round-off error
in the N least significant bits might be caused [1, 2]. As we mentioned in subsection 2.2.5, the
quantization round-off error of two’s complement is uniform distribution as well as the truncation
error. The round-off quantization error of N bits two’s complement is [1],
−2−(N+1) < Er < 2−(N+1). (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Probability density distribution of round-off error for two’s complement
Figure 4.2 is the statistical characterization of round-off error for two’s complement. For N bits
quantization, the error is within |2(−N−1)|.
4.2.2 Simulation Results: Implementing an 8 Bits FIR LPF Using Two’s Complement Rep-
resentation
Implementing a FIR LPF using two’s complement coefficients are quite common. Table 4.2
shown the coefficients using two’s complement format with 8 bits and also give the correspond-
ing representation of two’s complement. The round-off quantization error range of 8 bits is
[-0.0019531, 0.0019531] with a uniform distribution as shown in Figure 4.3. The multiplication
size is 106.
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Table 4.2: 8 bits two’s complement coefficients and representations
h(n) Coefficients Two’s quantized coefficients Two’s representation Multiplication size
h(0),h(31) 0.003043 0.0000 00000000 0
h(1),h(30) 0.000184 0.0000 00000000 0
h(2),h(29) -0.005620 -0.0078 11111111 7
h(3),h(28) -0.005110 -0.0078 11111111 7
h(4),h(27) 0.006100 0.0000 00000000 0
h(5),h(26) 0.012535 0.0078 00000001 0
h(6),h(25) -0.002380 -0.0078 11111111 7
h(7),h(24) -0.022600 -0.0234 11111101 6
h(8),h(23) -0.011260 -0.0156 11111110 6
h(9),h(22) 0.029008 0.0234 00000011 1
h(10),h(21) 0.037466 0.0313 00000100 0
h(11),h(20) -0.023600 -0.0313 11111100 5
h(12),h(19) -0.083220 -0.0859 11110101 5
h(13),h(18) -0.016140 -0.0234 11111101 6
h(14),h(17) 0.193064 0.1875 00011000 1
h(15),h(16) 0.386975 0.3828 00110001 2
Total multiplications size 106
Figure 4.3: Simulation results of 8 bits two’s complement representation error distribution
The corresponding frequency response of the filter is given in Figure 4.4. Its passband edge
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frequency is nearly the same with desired filter, which is 8000Hz and the value of stopband
edge frequency is also very close to the desired stopband edge frequency. However, the stopband
attenuation is worse, which is -33 dB.
Figure 4.4: The frequency response of two’s complement quantized FIR LPF and desired filter
4.3 IMPLEMENTING FIR LPF USING CSD REPRESENTATION
The CSD representation can reduce the number of multipliers by eliminating the nonzero digit
in every coefficients value [27] .
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Table 4.3: 8 bits CSD representation and CSD coefficients
h(n) Coefficients CSD quantized coefficient CSD representation Multiplication Size
h(0),h(31) 0.003043 0.0000 00000001 0
h(1),h(30) 0.000184 0.0000 00000000 0
h(2),h(29) -0.005620 -0.0078 00000001̄ 0
h(3),h(28) -0.005110 -0.0078 00000001̄ 0
h(4),h(27) 0.006100 0.0078 00000010 0
h(5),h(26) 0.012535 0.0156 00000101̄ 1
h(6),h(25) -0.002380 0.0000 00000001̄ 0
h(7),h(24) -0.022600 -0.0234 00001̄010 1
h(8),h(23) -0.011260 -0.0078 000001̄01 1
h(9),h(22) 0.029008 0.0313 00001001̄ 1
h(10),h(21) 0.037466 0.0391 00001010 1
h(11),h(20) -0.023600 -0.0234 00001̄010 1
h(12),h(19) -0.083220 -0.0859 0001̄01̄01̄ 2
h(13),h(18) -0.016140 -0.0156 000001̄00 0
h(14),h(17) 0.193064 0.1953 0101̄0001 2
h(15),h(16) 0.386975 0.3906 101̄00101̄ 3
Total Multiplication Size 26
4.3.1 Quantization of Coefficient of CSD representation
For CSD coefficient quantization, the round-off error also the uniform distribution as for the
two’s complement representation. N bits CSD representation, the quantization error will be [6],
−2−(N+1) < ErCSD < 2
−(N+1), (4.3)
where the quantization step is uniform, the round-off error Er is also uniform distribution.
4.3.2 Simulation Results: Implementing an 8 Bits FIR LPF Using CSD Representation
The tolerant range of the frequency response of the FIR LPF is influenced by the word-length
as well as non-zero digits. The word-length constraints here is N = 8 bits. Table 4.3 shows
the CSD quantized coefficients and representations. There are at most 4 non-zero digits in each
coefficients. According to Table 4.3, the multiplication size is 26.
Figure 4.5 shows the simulation result of Matlab for the 8 bits CSD representation quantization
round-off error. It is obviously that the round-off error obeys the uniform distribution, the range
of the error is the same with two’s complement, which is within [−0.0019531, 0.0019531].
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Figure 4.5: Simulation Result of 8 bits CSD representation error distribution
The frequency response of the FIR LPF using CSD coefficients is given in Figure 4.6. Compared
with the desired FIR LPF, the stopband attenuation is worse and the stopband frequency is
smaller than 12000 Hz whereas passband and passband ripple is as good as the desired filter.
4.4 QUANTITATION OF COEFFICIENT USING SMPTK REPRESENTATION
SMPTK representation is a representation using K sum of signed magnitude power-of-two(SMPT)
terms, where the hamming weight is K [6,18,44]. In this section, we examine the case of K = 2.
4.4.1 Quantization of Coefficient of Using SMPT2 Representation
For SMPT2 terms representation, the quantized process is different with the representation
of two’s complement and CSD. As it is constrained by the hamming weight of digits, so the
quantization step is not uniform [6, 18, 44–46, 51]. As the value of coefficients are all very small
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Figure 4.6: Frequency response of CSD coefficient FIR LPF and desired FIR LPF
values in the digital filter, the representable value range discussed here are from [−0.5,−0.5]. In
this way, the error distribution density distribution is also a little different to the results in [18].
This representable value range [−0.5, 0.5] will also be used later in the sections in this chapter.
In order to figure out the SMPT2 quantization, it is necessary to show the trend of pattern of
SMPT2 representation for different word-lengths.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the probability density distribution when the word-length varies from 1
bit to 20 bits. The error distribution when the word-length from 1 bit to 3 bits are uniform
distribution. However, the error distribution follows a staircase profile when the word-length
gradually increases and the value of the peak of probability density increases as well. The
bottom error still has a bias of 2−4. The trend of the error distribution of infinite word-length
using the SMPT2 coefficients can be derived from Figure 4.7, which is shown in Figure 4.8. One
property of SMPT2 representation is that the peak is related to the word-length and it is always
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Figure 4.7: SMPT2 representation error distribution
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Figure 4.8: The trend approximate line of infinite bits SMPT2 representation error distribution
in the range |x| ≤ 2−N−1. Another property is the probability remains non-zeros in the interval
[−2−4, 2−4], regardless of word-length. Above all, it possible to derive the probability density







0 ≤ N ≤ 3 . (4.4)
And when the word-length is greater than 3 bits is,
PSMPT2(x) =

N2 −N + 2 |x| ≤ 2−N2
i2 + i 1
2i+4
≤ x ≤ 1
2i+3
i ∈ (1, 2, 3..., N − 3)
0 otherwise
N ≥ 4 . (4.5)
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Table 4.4: 7 significant bits SMPT2 coefficients and representation
h(n) Coefficients SMPT2 quantized coefficients SMPT2 representation Multiplication Size
h(0),h(31) 0.003043 0.0000 (0)0000000 0
h(1),h(30) 0.000184 0.0000 (0)0000000 0
h(2),h(29) -0.005620 -0.0078 (1)0000001 1
h(3),h(28) -0.005110 -0.0078 (1)0000001 1
h(4),h(27) 0.006100 0.0078 (0)0000001 0
h(5),h(26) 0.012535 0.0156 (0)0000001 1
h(6),h(25) -0.002380 -0.0078 (1)0000001 1
h(7),h(24) -0.022600 -0.0234 (1)0000011 2
h(8),h(23) -0.011260 -0.0078 (1)0000001 1
h(9),h(22) 0.029008 0.0313 (0)0000100 0
h(10),h(21) 0.037466 0.0391 (0)0000101 1
h(11),h(20) -0.023600 -0.0234 (1)0000011 2
h(12),h(19) -0.083220 -0.0781 (1)0000001 1
h(13),h(18) -0.016140 -0.0156 (1)0000010 1
h(14),h(17) 0.193064 0.1875 (0)0011000 1
h(15),h(16) 0.386975 0.3750 (0)0110000 1
Total Multiplication Size 28
4.4.2 Simulation Results: Implementing an 8 bits FIR LPF Using SMPT2 Representation
SMPT2 is using two SPT terms to represent the coefficients needs an extra bit to show the signed
property. Table 4.4 depicts the 8 significant bits SMPT2 quantized coefficients and representation
format. According to Table 4.4, the multiplier implement size is 28. However, as the sign bit
needs an extra bit, it also costs other resources.
From Equation 4.5, when the N = 8, the probability density distribution is,
P (x) =

58 |x| ≤ 2−9
30 2−9 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−8
20 2−8 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−7
12 2−7 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−6
6 2−6 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−5
2 2−5 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−4
0 |x| ≤ 2−4
, (4.6)
Figure 4.9 is the Matlab simulation results of the probability density distribution using SMPT2
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Figure 4.9: 8 bits SMPT2 representation error distribution simulation result
representation when the word-length is 8 bits. It is can be seen that the distribution of round-off
error follows a staircase profile. The tag in the staircase profile shown the probability of different
error and the results are in agreement with Equation 4.6.
Matlab simulation of frequency response of related filters are shown in Figure 4.10. The dash-
dot line is quantized coefficients with 8 bits SMPT2 representation. Its stopband attenuation is
worse than desired filter but the passband edge and stopband edge are almost the same.
4.5 QUANTIZATION OF COEFFICIENT USING SPTK REPRESENTATION
Using SPTK representation for the coefficients, the digital filter are essentially multiplierless
[6,18,23,44,45,51,53]. In this section, the round-off error is introduced when the coefficient are
rounded to two of SPT terms.
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Figure 4.10: The frequency response of SMPT2 quantized coefficients and desired filter
4.5.1 Quantization of Coefficient Using SPT2 Representation
When the K = 2, the probability density distribution of SPTK representation is shown as a
staircase profile. Figure 4.11 gives the trend of the probability density when the word-length
increases from 2 bits to 10 bits. It is clearly that the value of probability density has a sharp
increase when the word-length increases. The distribution is uniform distribution when the







0 ≤ N < 5 . (4.7)
However, the distribution becomes non-uniform when the word-length is greater than 4 bits,
which is shown as the staircase profile 4.11, so when the word-length is greater than 4 bits, the
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Figure 4.11: SPT2 representation error distribution
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distribution of error can be derived as,
PSPT2(x) =

2(N2 − 5N + 8) |x| ≤ 2−N2
2(i2 + i) 1
2i+5
≤ x ≤ 1
2i+4
i ∈ (1, 2, 3..., N − 4)
0 otherwise
N ≥ 5 . (4.8)
It is worth noting that the peak of the probability density distribution increases with increasing
of word-length but the bottom keeps falling in the range of [−2−5, 2−5].
4.5.2 Quantization of Coefficient Using SPT3 Representation
When the K = 3, the probability density distribution of SPT3 becomes staircase profile only
when the word-length increases to 7 bits. When the word-length is smaller than 7 bits, the
probability density distribution of the round-off error is uniform. The trend of the probability
density distribution is shown in the Figure 4.12.
4.5.3 Quantization of Coefficient Using SPT4 Representation
The distribution of the round-off error keeps as uniform when the word-length smaller than
the 9 bits. After that the word-length becomes the staircase profile due to the quantization
step becomes nonuniform. Figure 4.13 illustrates the trend of probability density distribution
of round-off error using SPT4 representation.
4.5.4 Simulation Results: Implementing an 8 Bits FIR LPF using SPTK Representation
4.5.4.1 SPK2 representation
The coefficients are quantized to SPT2 representation when the word-length is 8 bits in Table
4.5. The multiplication size is 18 using SPT2 terms representation. The SPT2 representation
can represent both positive and negative numbers due to its extra digit 1̄.
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Figure 4.12: SPT3 representation error distribution
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Figure 4.13: SPT4 representation error distribution
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Table 4.5: 8 significant bits SPT2 coefficients and representation
h(n) h(n) SPT2 quantized coefficients SPT2 representation Multiplication Size
h(0),h(31) 0.003043 0.0039 00000001 0
h(1),h(30) 0.000184 0.0000 00000000 0
h(2),h(29) -0.005620 -0.0039 00000001̄ 0
h(3),h(28) -0.005110 -0.0039 00000001̄ 0
h(4),h(27) 0.006100 0.0078 00000010 0
h(5),h(26) 0.012535 0.0117 00000011 1
h(6),h(25) -0.002380 -0.0039 00000001̄ 0
h(7),h(24) -0.022600 -0.0234 000001̄1̄0 1
h(8),h(23) -0.011260 -0.0117 0000001̄1̄ 1
h(9),h(22) 0.029008 0.0273 00001001̄ 1
h(10),h(21) 0.037466 0.0391 00001010 1
h(11),h(20) -0.023600 -0.0234 000001̄1̄0 1
h(12),h(19) -0.083220 -0.0781 0001̄01̄00 1
h(13),h(18) -0.016140 -0.0156 000001̄00 0
h(14),h(17) 0.193064 0.1875 00110000 1
h(15),h(16) 0.386975 0.3750 01100000 1
Total Multiplications Size 18
From Equation 4.8, when the N = 8 the probability density distribution is,
P (x) =

88 |x| ≤ 2−9
40 2−9 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−8
24 2−8 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−7
12 2−7 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−6
4 2−6 ≤ |x| ≤ 2−5
0 |x| ≤ 2−5
. (4.9)
The maximum round-off error of 8 bits is |0.03125|.
The staircase profile in Figure 4.14 is the simulation results of probability density distribution
of a FIR LPF with quantized SPT2 coefficients when the word-length is 8 bits. The results of
probability density shown is in agreement with Equation 4.8.
Figure 4.15 illustrates the frequency response of the experimented FIR LPF. The dash-dot line
is the frequency response of quantized SPT2 coefficients and stopband ripple is about -36 dB,
which is worse than the desired FIR LPF. However, the edge of stopband and passband as good
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Figure 4.14: 8 bits SPT2 representation error distribution simulation result
as the desired one.
4.5.4.2 SPK3 representation
When the K = 3, Table 4.6 gives the coefficient using the SPT3 representation. The multiplica-
tion size is 26 when using SPK3 representation, the multiplication size is larger than using the
SPT2 representation.
Figure 4.16 is the frequency response using the SPT3 representation. Compared with using
SPT2 representation the stopband ripple just improved a little bit, which decreases from −35.71
dB to −36.96 dB.
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Figure 4.15: The frequency response of FIR LPF using SPT2
Table 4.6: 8 significant bits SPT3 coefficients and representation
h(n) h(n) SPT3 quantized coefficients SPT3 representation Multiplication Size
h(0),h(31) 0.003906 0.003043 00000001 0
h(1),h(30) 0.000000 0.000184 00000000 0
h(2),h(29 -0.003906 -0.005617 00000001̄ 0
h(3),h(28) -0.003906 -0.005115 00000001̄ 0
h(4),h(27 0.007813 0.006100 00000010 0
h(5),h(26) 0.011719 0.012535 00000011 1
h(6),h(25) -0.003906 -0.002380 00000001̄ 0
h(7),h(24) -0.023438 -0.022600 000001̄1̄0 1
h(8),h(23) -0.011719 -0.011259 0000001̄1̄ 1
h(9),h(22) 0.027344 0.029008 00000111 2
h(10),h(21 0.039063 0.037466 00001010 1
h(11),h(20) -0.023438 -0.023603 000001̄1̄0 1
h(12),h(19) -0.082031 -0.083218 0001̄01̄01̄ 2
h(13),h(18) -0.015625 -0.016143 000001̄00 0
h(14),h(17) 0.191406 0.193064 00110001 2
h(15),h(16) 0.390625 0.386975 01100100 2
Total Multiplications Size 26
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Figure 4.16: The frequency response of FIR LPF using SPT3 representation
4.5.4.3 SPK4 representation
When the K increases to 4, but the word-length still remains as 8 bits, so the round-off error
cannot be decreased significantly. Table 4.7 gives the SPT4 representation of coefficients. Com-
pared with the using SPT3 representation, the multiplication size is just slight larger than using
SPT3 representation, which is 28.
In Figure 4.17, the stopband ripple is -38.97 dB, which decreases around 2 dB than using SPT3
representation.
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Table 4.7: 8 significant bits SPT4 coefficients and representation
h(n) h(n) SPT4 quantized coefficients SPT4 representation Multiplication Size
h(0),h(31) 0.003906 0.003906 00000001 0
h(1),h(30) 0.000000 0 00000000 0
h(2),h(29 -0.003906 -0.00391 00000001̄ 0
h(3),h(28) -0.003906 -0.00391 00000001̄ 0
h(4),h(27 0.007813 0.007813 00000010 0
h(5),h(26) 0.011719 0.011719 00000011 1
h(6),h(25) -0.003906 -0.00391 00000001̄ 0
h(7),h(24) -0.023438 -0.02344 000001̄1̄0 1
h(8),h(23) -0.011719 -0.01172 0000001̄1̄ 1
h(9),h(22) 0.027344 0.027344 00000111 2
h(10),h(21 0.039063 0.039063 00001010 1
h(11),h(20) -0.023438 -0.02344 000001̄1̄0 1
h(12),h(19) -0.082031 -0.08203 0001̄01̄0(̄1) 2
h(13),h(18) -0.015625 -0.01563 000001̄00 0
h(14),h(17) 0.191406 0.191406 00110001 2
h(15),h(16) 0.390625 0.386719 01100011 3
Total Multiplications Size 28
Figure 4.17: The frequency response of FIR LPF using SPT4 representation
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4.6 QUANTITATION OF COEFFICIENT USING SPTK REPRESENTATION WITH CSD
CONSTRAINT
In Chapter 3, Section 3.4, the SPTK with CSD constraint K was already introduced. After the
experiments, we found that the trend of round-off error of probability density distribution for
representation with CSD constraint of SPT2, SPT3 and SPT4 are the same with the graphs
in Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13. When the value of K is smaller than the half of
the word-length, the probability density of the error distribution is the same with the SPTK
representation [6,18]. In this way, when the K = 2, the probability density formula of round-off
error using SPT2 representation with CSD constraint is the same result with in the Equation
4.7 and Equation 4.8
4.6.1 Simulation Result: Implementing an 8 Bits FIR LPF using SPTK Representation with
CSD constraint
Figure 4.18 give the simulation results of using the SPT2 representation with CSD constraint.
The probability density in Figure 4.18 is the same with the Figure 4.14, which is in the agreement
with the Equation 4.8 when the N = 8 bits.
It is can be seen from the above simulation result that in the representable value range [-0.5 0.5],
when the value of K is smaller than the half of the given word-length, the formula of probability
density of round-off error is same with the SPTK representation.
4.7 ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
The Figure 4.19 shows that the value of mean error for both two’s complement quantized and
CSD quantized can be continuously decreased with increasing of the word-length. The reason is
the probability density distribution are uniform for both two’s complement representation and
CSD representation [1, 6, 18]. The round-off error of both are related to the word-length. With
increasing word-length, the round-off error can be reduced. The round-off error is |2−N−2|.
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Figure 4.18: Simulation result of 8 bits SPT representation with CSD constraint K = 2 error
distribution
Figure 4.20 gives the frequency response of two’s complement and CSD representation when the
word-length is 8 bits. It is obviously that the frequency response of them are superposition. It
is because their coefficient quantization effects on the magnitude are the same for both two’s
complement and CSD representation.
Figure 4.21 gives the trend of the mean error for representation of SMPT2 and SPT2. Graph
(a) illustrates the mean error for SMPT2 representation. It describes that with the a gradual
increase of world length, the mean error has a sharp decrease when the word-length is less than
4 bits but remain the same value after 4 bits, which is agreement with the Equation 4.4 and
Equation 4.5 that the word-length smaller than 4 bits is uniform and greater 4 bits became
non-uniform.
The same trend for SPT2 representation in graph (b), the mean error has a big drop when the
word-length increase to 5 bits but becomes a constant value, which remains at 0.01388 after 5
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Figure 4.19: The trend of round-off mean error for two’s complement representation and CSD
representation
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Figure 4.20: The comparison of the frequency response for two’s complement representation and
CSD representation (8 bits)
bits. The results is the round-off error for SPT2 representation cannot be decreased by increasing
the word-length due to their quantization characteristics as well.
Although the trend of mean round-off error for both representation are the same but the scales
of value are differ. The value of maximum mean error up to 0.1873 for the SMPT2 whereas
for SPT2 is just 0.0125. It is worth noting that after 5 bits, the steady mean error for SMPT2
quantization is 0.04328, which is three times the value for the SPT2 representation (0.0139). It
is because the SPT2 has the extra radix −1, which quantizes the value more precisely.
For SPTK representation, the value of K and the word-length influence the error of SPTK
representation together. When the word-length N is larger enough to represent a full precise
number and the value of K is as possible as close to the word-length, the error can be decreased
with increase the K and N together. In particular situation, when the K is equal to the word-
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Figure 4.21: The mean error trend of increasing word-length
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Figure 4.22: The frequency response of using representation of two’s, CSD, SPTCSD2, SPTCSD3
and SPTCSD4 at 8 bits
length N, SPTK is the signed binary representation. The probability density distribution is
uniform distribution when the K = N.
For SPTK with CSD constraint, the probability density of the distribution will more and more
closely represent the CSD form when increasing the value of K. When the K equal or greater
than the N/2, it is becomes the CSD representation, so its round-off error distribution will be
uniform [6,18].
Figure 4.22 gives the frequency response of 8 bits FIR LPF using the two’s complement represen-
tation, CSD representation and SPTK with CSD constraint representation. It is obviously can
be seen that the frequency response of using CSD representation and SPT4 with CSD constraint
representation are superposition. It is indicates that the round-off errors for this FIR LPF are
the same by using both of representations. This result agrees with the statement that when the
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K = N/2, the SPTK with CSD constraint becomes the CSD representation. It is also shown
that with increase of K, the noise floor for using SPTK with CSD constraint can have a small
decrease.
Figure 4.23 is the frequency response of FIR LPF using different number representations when
the word-length increase to 12 bits. Compare with the Figure 4.22, the stopband ripple peak for
coefficients using SPT2 representation is still -36.96 dB which is the same when the word-length
is 8 bits. The stopband worst attenuation performance for SPT3 has an improve. For using
SPT4, the worst attenuation decrease from -39.10 dB to -48.12 dB when the word-length is
increasing from 8 bits to 12 bits. With increasing of world-length, the stopband performance
improved from -39.10 dB to -50.86 dB by using CSD representation. Besides, the frequency
response of FIR LPF using SPK4 representation and CSD representation are not same anymore
with increasing the word-length. The reason is K is smaller than the N/2, so the probability
density of round-off error for SPTK is non-uniform again when the N = 12. From Figure 4.23,
it is clear that implementing FIR LPF using CSD presentation and SPT4 representation is both
good choice to achieve desired filter when increasing the word-length to 12 bits.
The Table 4.8 gives the multiplication size when the word-length is 8 bits. When the word-length
is 8 bits, the frequency response of two’s complement quantized and CSD quantized FIR LPF
are the same but the computation using CSD representation is 3 times smaller than using two’s
complement representation. The multiplication size for SMPT2 representation for SMPT2 is 28,
but it will cost more resource due to the SMPT2 needing an extra bit for the signed bit. The
SPT2 representation is the most cost saving one regardless of the larger round-off error. When
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Figure 4.23: The frequency response of using representation of two’s, CSD, SPTCSD2, SPTCSD3
and SPTCSD4 at 12 bits
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the word-length is 8 bits, the multiplication size for CSD representation and SPT4 representation
are the same .
The Table 4.9 illustrates the multiplication size when the word-length goes up to the 12 bits. It
is obviously that two’s complement still needs much more multiplication size than CSD repre-
sentation. However, the multiplication size for using SPT4 representation is smaller than CSD
representation. Combining the results got from Figure 4.23, when the word-length increases to
the 12 bits, the stopband performance of using SPT4 representation is nearly the same with
using CSD representation, but it requires less multiplication size than CSD representation. In
this way, it is more effectively using SPT4 with CSD constraint representation to implement the
desired filter in subsection 4.1.2.
Overall, stopband attenuation is influenced by word-length when using two’s complement and
CSD representation. For SPT number systems, the stopband worst attenuation is influenced
both by the word-length and the value of K. With increasing of the word-length and value
of K, the stopband worst attenuation performs better. However, multiplication size also can
be reduced by controlling the value of K. Moreover, the best way to implement the FIR LPF
specification in subsection 4.1.2 is using SPT4 with CSD representation.
4.8 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we look into the coefficient quantization of each number representations and
implement the FIR LPF using those number representations. The distribution of round-off
error for using both two’s complement representation and CSD representation are uniform dis-
tributed. The formula of distribution of representation of SMPT2 and SPT2 was derived and
the distribution for both of them are all staircase profile, which is caused by the limitation of
the using of sum power of two terms.
The results illustrate that the frequency response of using two’s complement representation and
CSD representation are the same. The mean error trend and value are all the same as well.
Their mean error can be decreased to 0 with a gradual increase of the word-length to infinite.
However, the mean error for using representation of SMPT2 and SPT2 can not be decreased
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after 5 bits, regardless of the changing of the word-length.
When the value of K increases, the round-off error of SPTK with K constraint will be more
and more close to the CSD representation. When the K increased to the N/2, it becomes CSD
representation.
Implementing a 8 bits FIR LPF with the same frequency response using CSD representation
can consume one forth of multipliers when using two’s complement. Regardless of the filter
performance, using SMPT2 representation cost the least multiplication size. Implementing a
12 bits FIR filter using SPT4 and CSD representation all can meet the desired specification,
but SPT4 cost less multiplication size. Hence, in order to measure the filter performance and




In Chapter 3, we gave the quantization error distribution of each number system and also
introduced implementing the FIR LPF using different number system. We note that the round-
off error is caused by the quantizing the coefficients using different number system, which will also
influence the filter performance. Furthermore, the multiplication size of number of multipliers
are related to the number representation as well.
In this chapter, we will proposal a cost function which can combine the filtering performance
and computation cost together for estimating the total cost. The cost function will be detailed
in Section 5.2. This cost function is used specially for the representation of CSD and SPTK .
We give the analysis and comparison of the cost for these two number representation systems.
5.1 ERROR COST AND COMPUTATION COST
Figure 5.1 shows the parameters of a FIR LPF. There are passband ripple, worst attenuation,
cut-off frequency and stopband edge frequency. These specifications should be considered when
we are implementing designed filter with different number system. In the actual implementation,
the error will occur on Fc, Fst as well as worst attenuation W . The Ec, Est and Ew are the error
Table 5.1: Specification and error of implementing 8 bits FIR low-passfilter using CSD repre-
sentation
Parameters Desired Specification Actual Specification Error
Fc 0.4167 0.3948 0.0219(Ec)
Fst 0.5 0.4980 0.0020(Est)
W -40 -37.71 2.29(Ew )
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Figure 5.1: Frequency response of FIR LPF
on the cut-off frequency, stop-band frequency and worst attenuation respectively, it is shown
in the Table 5.1. The error is the absolute value between the actual specification and designed
specification.
The filter performance is presented by the error and the filter computation is measured by the
multiplication size. The error can be reduced by increasing the word-length and filter length
but the computation will increase. Therefore, it is important to balance the filter performance
and computation to choose a relatively higher performance and lower computed digital filter.
In this way a proper cost function should contain the error cost and computation cost together.
One the one hand, the error cost can clearly reflect the filter performance of the implemented
filter, lower cost indicates the better filter performance. On the other hand, the smaller the
computation cost, the faster the computing speed.
The error cost is related to Fc, Fst and W . Meanwhile, the computation cost is related to
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Figure 5.2: The parameters used cost function
where τc denotes the tolerated error on the cut-off frequency, while τst denote the tolerated
frequency error on the stopband edge frequency, which are shown in Figure 5.2. Normalized
frequency and magnitude values are employed to help eliminating the unit. This error cost
equation depicts that the Ec and Est are compared with the tolerated error value. The minimum
E is 1, when Ec, Est and Ew all equal to 0.
The cost of multipliers is the only component that contributes to the computation cost. Nm





where M is the average multiplication size which can keep the worst attenuation at W . The
ratio of actual multiplication size and the average multiplication size is used to measure the
computation cost. It is clear that the smaller the value C is the faster overall computation.
The best computation is when C equals to 0, which means there are 0 multipliers is used in
implementing filter, which is impossible in a practical way. It is necessary to limit the acceptable
maximum multiplication size, which is 2M . If the C is larger than the 2, the value of C will
exceed our acceptable number of multipliers. As a result, keep the value of C between 0 to 2 is
the acceptable option in practice.
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5.2 COST FUNCTION
The cost function combines the error cost and computation cost together. The cost function is,










where δ is a differential weighting function. However, no matter how the value of δ is to be
chosen, the best situation for cost is always Cf equal to 1, when the Ec, Est, Ew and Nm are all
0. Applying this cost function in implementing the FIR LPF, the cost value of filter with the
best performance and quickest computation should be as close as possible to 1. A preliminary
sensitivity analysis, δ = 1 and δ = 3, indicates the selection of the test value for δ is not crucial
to the total cost further. One example is shown in Appendix A. For our examples, we choose δ
= 1.
5.3 DESIRED FIR LPF
The specification of desired FIR LPF is as below:
1. Sampling frequency : Fs = 2 (Normalized Hz)
2. Cut-off frequency : Fc = 0.4167 (Normalized Hz)
3. Tolerated error in cut-off frequency: τc = 0.0417 (Normalized Hz)
4. Stopband frequency edge: Fst = 0.5 (Normalized Hz)
5. Tolerated error in stopband freqency edge: τst = 0.0042 (Normalized Hz)
6. Worst attenuation : W = −40(dB)
7. Average multiplication size: M = 40
Figure 5.3 gives all the specifications of the desired filter. These specifications is used as pa-
rameters in the cost functions. We applied the above cost function to 247 FIR LPF for each
representations to find the most approximate FIR LPF for desired filter. Various word-length is
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Figure 5.3: The frequency response of desired FIR LPF
chosen from 8 bits to 18 bits, in addition 6 bits and 32 bits are considered as special situation.
The filter length is chosen from all even numbers between 16 to 52.
5.4 ANALYSIS
This section will show the analysis of cost using CSD number representation, SPTK number
representation and SPTK with CSD constraint representation. The error cost and computation
cost is also analyzed for all representations. For SPTK number representation and SPTK with
CSD constraint(SPTCSDK) representation, the analyses are given when the K equals to 2, 3, 4
respectively. Furthermore, some comparison are made as well. The data used for analysis and
comparisons are come from the 1159 approximate filter used above number representations at
various word-length and filter length. As the data used to calculate the cost is numerous for
1159 approximate filters, so we just give one set of data as examples in the Appendix B to shown
the parameters and calculations got from trials. The cost of the rest of trials we directly give in
the Appendix C.
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Figure 5.4: The averagec error cost and computation cost for CSD representation
5.4.1 Analysis of the Cost of Using CSD Number Representation
Figure 5.4 gives the error cost and computation cost using CSD representation. Figure 5.4(a)
illustrates the error cost constantly decreases with increasing of word-length. In contrast, the
computation cost has a steady increasing with growing of the word-length in Figure 5.4(b). It
indicates the computation cost will influence the cost dramatically with the increasing of the
word-length. Conversely, the error cost gives more influences on the cost when the word-length
is small.
Figure 5.5 shows the average cost for word-length and filter length using CSD representation.
From Figure 5.5(a), it is obviously that the cost is a U curve, the optimal word-length is 11 bits.
For the filter length, the lowest cost is when the filter length is 28 in Figure 5.5(b).
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Figure 5.5: The average cost using CSD representation
Above all, in order implement the desired FIR LPF using CSD representation, the best choice
is when the word-length is 11 bits and the filter length is 28.
5.4.2 Analysis of the Cost Using SPT2 Number Representation and SPTCSD2 Representation
Figure 5.6 gives average error cost and computation cost using SPT2 representation and SPTCSD2
representation. The error cost and computation cost of both of the representations are all the
same. In Figure 5.6(a), the error cost has a significantly drop before 10 bits, but keep steady
after that. The computation cost in Figure 5.6(b) increases quickly before 14 bits. However,
after the word-length is greater than 14 bits, the computation cost remains at the same value.
From values of error cost and computation cost, it is worth noting that the error cost dominate
the cost.
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Figure 5.6: The average error cost and computation cost for word-length SPT2 representation
and SPTCSD2 representation
The Figure 5.7 illustrates the average cost trend both for word-length and filter length using
SPT2 representation and SPTCSD2 representation. It is clearly that the when the K = 2, the
cost of SPT2 representation and SPTCSD2 representation are the same. Figure5.7(a) shown
that 10 bits is the optimal word-length to implement a FIR LPF filter and the cost keep steady
after 12 bits for both of representations. Figure 5.7(b) gives the average cost for filter length, the
trend is a rough U curve and it indicates that when the filter length is 28, the cost is minimum
for both representations.
When the K = 2, it is obviously that the either the cost, error cost or computation cost are all
the same for using SPT2 representation and SPTCSD2 representation. The approximate FIR
LPF using SPT2 representation and SPTCSD2 representation is when the word-length is 10 bits
and the filter length is 28.
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Figure 5.7: The average cost for word-length and filter length using SPT2 representation and
SPTCSD2 representation
5.4.3 Analysis of the Cost Using SPT3 Number Representation and SPTCSD3 Representation
Figure 5.8(a) shows that the error cost for SPT3 representation and SPTCSD3 representations
are superposition. The error cost can be decreased by increase the word-length. Although
increasing of word-length after 12 bits, the error cost cannot be decreased anymore. On the
contrary, the computation costs for SPT3 representation and SPTCSD3 representation are both
increasing with the increasing of word-length in Figure 5.8(b). The cost for SPT3 representation
is a little larger than using SPTCSD3 representation.
In Figure 5.9(a) shows the cost for word-length is a U curve and the optimal point is when the
word-length is 12 bits for SPT3 representation and SPTCSD3 representation. The cost for SPT3
representation is a slight higher than the cost for using SPTCSD3 representation. In Figure
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Figure 5.8: The average error cost and computation cost for word-length SPT3 representation
and SPTCSD3 representation
5.9(b), the cost for SPT3 representation and SPTCSD3 representation has a minor different but
their trend is still the same. In general, the cost decreases when the filter length smaller than
26, then has a slowly increasing.
When K =3, the results show that the error cost for SPT3 representation and SPTCSD3 repre-
sentation are still the same. The cost for word-length using SPTCSD3 representation is slight
lower than using SPT3 representation due to the lower computation cost of using SPTCSD3
representation. Over all, the best choice for implement the FIR LPF when the word-length is
12 bits while the filter length is 32 coefficients.
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Figure 5.9: The average cost for word-length and filter length using SPT3 representation and
SPTCSD3 representation
5.4.4 Analysis of the Cost Using SPT4 Number Representation and SPTCSD4 Representation
Figure 5.10(a) illustrates the error cost for word-length. The error cost is same for these two
presentations. Their error costs have a significant drop before 12 bits, after that the cost just
slight decreases. In contrast, computation cost for SPT4 representation and SPTCSD4 repre-
sentation are constantly growing with increasing of word-length in Figure 5.10(b). However, the
computation cost for SPT4 representation is greater than that for SPTCSD4 representation.
It is clearly that the cost for using SPT4 representation is higher than it is using SPTCSD4
representation in Figure 5.11(a). The cost is a U shape curve and its minimum cost is when
the word-length is 11 bits for both of representations. In general, the cost in Figure 5.11(b) is
also a rough U curve for both of the representations. Their cost decreases when the filter length
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Figure 5.10: The average error cost and computation cost for word-length SPT4 representation
and SPTCSD4 representation
increase from 16 to 30 but after that it tend to increase again. The optimal filter length is 28.
The cost for SPT4 representation and SPTCSD4 representation do not have too much different
for filter length.
Above all, when the K=4, the cost for SPTCSD4 representation is lower than using SPT4
representation because as their error cost are all the same but the computation SPTCSD4
representation is lower. The computation cost gives more weight to the cost with increase the
value of K. When the word-length is 11 bits and filter length is 28, the approximate FIR LPF
will have smallest cost.
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Figure 5.11: The average cost for word-length and filter length using SPT4 representation and
SPTCSD4 representation
5.5 SIMULATION RESULT
According to the analysis of Section 5.4, we got the simulation results for the approximate FIR
LPF using each representations.
For CSD representation, Figure 5.12 gives the frequency response of the implemented FIR LPF.
It is can be seen that the cut-off frequency, stopband edge frequency and the stopband peak
ripple are all very close to the desired filter. The multiplication size is 46.
As the error cost for SPTK representation or SPTCSDK representation are all the same, so
their frequency response for the same filter are the same as well.Figure 5.13 illustrates the
frequency responses of FIR LPF using SPT2 representation or SPTCSD2 representation. The
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Figure 5.12: The frequency response of FIR LPF using CSD number representation (word-length
is 11 bits and filter length is 28)
cut-off frequency, stopband edge frequency and the worst attenuation of approximate filter meet
the requirements of the specification. The multiplication size for using SPT2 representation or
SPTCSD2 representation are all 22.
Figure 5.14 shows the frequency response of implemented approximate FIR LPF when the K
= 3. The specifications for approximate filter are all meet the desired requirements. The
multiplication size of approximate FIR LPF for using either SPT3 representation or SPTCSD3
representation is 54.
Figure 5.15 shows the frequency response of approximate FIR LPF is very similar to the desired
FIR LPF. No matter of cut-off frequency, stopband edge frequency or worst attenuation are all
very close to the desired specifications. The multiplication size for SPT4 representation is 54
but for SPTCSD4 representation is just 50.
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Figure 5.13: The frequency response of FIR LPF using SPT2 representation or SPTCSD2
representation(word-length is 10 bits and filter length is 28)
5.6 COMPARISON
In this section, a brief of comparison of the cost of for using CSD number representation , SPTK
and SPTCSDK representation will be given. Comparison data are still using the cost for all
approximate implemented FIR LPF.
5.6.1 Comparison of SPTK and SPTCSDK Representation
SPTK and SPTCSDK representation has different computation cost effects but for the same K,
their error cost are the same.
Figure 5.16(a) gives the cost of SPTCSDK and SPTCSDK representation when the K is 2, 3
and 4. We already know that when the K = 2, the cost of SPT2 and SPTCSD2 representation
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Figure 5.14: The frequency response of FIR LPF using SPT3 representation or SPTCSD3
representation(word-length is 12 bits and filter length is 32)
are the same. However, in Figure 5.16, it is clearly that the cost for K = 2 is much higher than
others. When the K is 3, the cost for SPT3 representation and SPTCSD3 representation do not
have much difference but their cost is slight higher than when the K = 4. The lowest cost is
using SPTCSD4 representation.
In Figure 5.16(b), the highest cost for filter length is when the K = 2, but some unique word-
length has very low cost due to the quantization effects for the coefficients, like when the word-
length is 28 using SPT2 still can get very small cost. In general, the cost decreases with increasing
the value of K. The cost for SPTCSD4 is lower than others before the word-length is smaller
than 40 and it starts increasing after that. The reason is the constantly growing computation
cost with increasing of word-length.
Figure 5.17(a) is the error cost using SPTK and SPTCSDK representations when the K is
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Figure 5.15: The frequency response of FIR LPF using SPT4 representation or SPTCSD4
representation(word-length is 11 bits and filter length is 28)
different value. It is obviously, with increase of the K, the error cost drops for the same word-
length. Figure 5.17(b) illustrates that the computation cost are increased with increase of K for
the same word-length and the cost for using SPT4 representation is the highest.
5.6.2 Comparison of CSD Representation and SPTCSDK Representation
The error cost for CSD representation drops all the time with the growing word-length. This is
much different with the SPTCSDK representation.
In Figure 5.18, it is obviously that the cost of using representation of SPTCSD3 and SPTCSD4
are quite close to the CSD representation, whereas the cost for SPTCSD2 is much higher than
the rest of representations. It is worth noting that the cost for SPTCSDK representation is
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Figure 5.16: The average cost for word-length using SPTK representation and SPTCSDK rep-
resentation
smaller than CSD representation after the 16 bits.
With increasing of the value of K, the error cost of SPTCSDK representation tends to closer
to the cost of CSD number representation system, which are shown in the Figure 5.19(a). It is
obviously that when the word-length is 8 bits, the error cost of SPTCSD4 are the same with the
CSD representation. This results is agree with the results in Chapter 3, Section 4.7 that when the
K equal and greater than the half of given word-length, the SPTK becomes CSD representation.
However, the error cost cannot be decreased after 9 bits for SPTCSD4 representation due to the
limited K value.
The Figure 5.19(b) shows the computation cost for the word-length, the CSD computation cost
is a straight constantly growing line. The computation cost of SPTCSD4 is smaller than CSD
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Figure 5.17: The average error cost and computation cost for word-length using SPTK repre-
sentation and SPTCSDK representation
Figure 5.18: The average cost for word-length using CSD number representation and SPTCSDK
representation
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Figure 5.19: The comparison of CSD representation and SPTCSDK representation
representation when the word-length is larger than 10 bits. When the K=2 and K =3, the
computation cost for SPTK with CSD constraint is half and one-third of the computation cost
using CSD representation, respectively.
Overall, with increasing of value of K, the average error cost for SPTCSDK representation is
decreased and the computation cost increases but the increased speed is not as quickly as CSD
representation. The totally cost for SPTCSD4 is even smaller than CSD representation after
the word-length is greater than 16 bits. It indicates that using SPTCSDK implementing N bits
FIR LPF filter is a more efficient way when N/3 ≤ K < N/2.
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5.7 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the cost function is derived from experiments to suggest optimal word-length
and filter length for different number representations. This cost function straight forward used
absolute error to measure the error cost and computation cost and then made them up together.
The analysis illustrates that the when the K is equal to 2, the error cost of SPTCSD2 represen-
tation is keeping constant line after 10 bits which is agree with the results in Chapter 4 that
the error cost cannot be decreased after 10 bits using SPTCSD2 representation. With the value
of K is increasing, the cost of SPTCSDK representation is more and more close to the cost
using the CSD representation. When the K is up to 4, cost of SPTCSDK is the better than
CSD representation after 16 bits, which indicates that for implementing a N bits FIR LPF filter
using SPTCSDK when N/3 ≤ K < N/2 to represent the coefficients is better than using CSD
representation.
In this chapter, we already showed the ratio of the error cost and computation cost but the
error cost still contain three components and it very difficulty to test all these three components
sensitivities. Therefore, this is a topic for the future work.

Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we studied two pieces of the work. The first part is implementing the FIR LPF
with number representation of two’s complement, CSD, SMPTK , SPTK and SPTCSDK and
looked into the quantization effects of using all these four number representations, we concluded
as follows:
• The round-off error quantization distribution for two’s complement number representation
and CSD number representation are all uniform distribution [1].
• In SPT field, we looked at the statistical measure of the round-off error when converting
each number into SPT term. The SMPTK number representation is introduced and we
derived the formula of probability density distribution of SMPT2 number representation
which demonstrate as a staircase profile due to its nonuniform quantized steps after 4 bits.
The formula is given by Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5.
• We simulated the trend of SPTK number representation when the K is equal to 2, 3 and
4. The formula of the probability density distribution of round-off error for SPT2 is also
given in Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.8, which is also shown as the staircase profile when
the word-length greater than 5 bits.
• The quantized steps of SPTCSDK number representation is the same as the SPTK number
representation when the representable value range is [-0.5 0.5]. Within this range, the
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SPTCSDK number representation share the same probability density distribution formula
and trend with SPTK number representation.
• The K is crucial value in SPT field. The SPTCSDK representation becomes the CSD
representation when the K increases to the half of the given word-length. In this way,
the quantization step tends to uniform step with growing of K. However, when the K is
much smaller than given word-length, the round-off error cannot decrease by increasing the
word-length after certain bits. For example, when the K = 3, the round-off error cannot
be decreased when the word-length greater than 12 bits.
In the second part of work the cost function is constructed to indicate the proper word-length
and filter length in order to implement desirable FIR LPF using different number representation
system. We have:
• Successfully found the proper word-length and filter length for approximate FIR LPF using
CSD representation, SPT K representation and SPTCSDK representation to achieve the
desired specifications when the K equals to 2, 3, 4. The simulation results is shown in
Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15.
• Analyzed the cost from 1159 approximate FIR LPFs which use our cost function shown in
Equation 5.3. The comparison of cost for CSD representation and SPTCSDK representa-
tion turned out the conclusion which we proposed in first part that when the K is much
smaller than the given word-length, the round-off error become stable after the certain
bits.
• Proved that the quantization error for SPT K representation and SPTCSDK representation
are the same due to all the coefficients of the FIR LPF are all in the range [-0.5 0.5].
• Indicated that for implementing a N bits FIR LPF, the SPTCSDK representation is better
choice than CSD representation when the N/3 ≤ K < N/2.
6.2 FUTURE WORK
There are some aspects that we want to do more in the future:
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• It is necessary to prove error distribution formula for number representation of SMPT2
and SPT2 by the mathematically.
• It is worth to derive a general distribution formula for SPTK number representations.
• The error cost(E) in cost function (Equation 5.3) contains three components, the sensibility
of each component on the cost function has yet to be investigated.

Appendix A
AN EXAMPLE OF CHOOSING δ =1 AND δ =3
For the cost function, the δ is a differential weighting function. Here is the example that when
the δ =1 and δ=3 used in the cost function and then apply this cost function to the approximate
FIR LPF used CSD number representation when the word-length is 8 bits. The cost of Cf is in
the Table A.1.
Table A.1: The cost for filter length when the δ=1 and δ=3
Filter Length 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
Cf (δ=1) 6.967 4.862 4.796 4.258 3.630 3.581 3.152 3.295 3.372 3.447 3.597 3.750 3.733 4.012 4.163 4.380 4.473 4.577 5.051
Cf (δ=3) 9.092 7.200 6.996 7.145 6.255 6.469 6.189 6.583 6.910 6.884 7.009 7.337 7.246 7.487 7.825 8.405 8.435 8.689 9.551
Figure A.1: The comparison of cost when the δ =1 and δ=3
It is obviously that the ratio δ changes from 1 to 3 results the total cost increases but the trend
of cost for filter length still keeps the same. It indicates that this cost function is not sensitively
with changing of δ.

Appendix B
THE EXAMPLES OF COLLECTED PARAMETERS FOR COST
FUNCTION
Here is a set of collected parameters are used for calculating the cost. Table B.1 and Table B.2
shows the cut-off frequency, stopband edge frequency, worst attenuation and the multiplications
size of the 8 bits approximate FIR LPF used CSD representation with different filter lengths.
The roll-off and overshoot is used to double check the filter performance. The error cost (E) is
got by applying the absolute error into the Equation 5.1. Computation cost(C) are calculated by
feeding multiplication size into Equation 5.2. The error cost and computation cost are calculated
separately are used for the later analysis and comparison. At last, we get the cost(Cf ) for each
filter by Equation 5.3.
It is obviously for implementing an 8 bits FIR LPF using CSD representation, the lowest cost
is when the filter length is 28. This is just one piece of data we got for analysis the for CSD
representation. For whole work, it is necessary to obtain all the error cost and computation cost
to analysis and comparison.
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16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32
cutoff 9240.23 9339.84 9310.55 9392.58 9363.28 9427.73 9439.45 9427.73 9474.61
stopband 11976.56 11906.25 11929.69 11876.95 12017.58 11882.81 12000.00 11947.27 11953.13
worst attenuation -26.40 -29.66 -29.01 -32.41 -36.40 -36.40 -39.08 -36.79 -37.71
roll off 207.70 252.82 241.61 288.55 308.12 332.30 346.11 328.49 343.90
overshoot 0.40 0.23 0.22 0.14 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.04 0.08
multiplication 20 22 20 26 24 26 26 26 26
cutoff error (Ec) 759.77 660.16 689.45 607.42 636.72 572.27 560.55 572.27 525.39
stopband error(Est) 23.44 93.75 70.31 123.05 17.58 117.19 0.00 52.73 46.88
attenuation cost (Ew) 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
computation(Nm) 20 22 20 26 24 26 26 26 26
error cost (E) 6.31 5.25 5.33 4.50 2.49 3.43 1.80 2.71 2.44
computation cost (C) 0.5 0.55 0.5 0.65 0.6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65
cost(Cf ) 6.814 5.803 5.830 5.150 3.095 4.076 2.446 3.358 3.091





34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
cutoff 9468.75 9480.47 9492.19 9521.48 9539.06 9539.06 9544.92 9556.64 9568.36 9568.36
stopband 11853.52 11783.2 11648.44 11507.81 11501.95 11501.95 11431.64 11496.09 11490.23 11507.81
worst attenuation -38.32 -34.1 -35.73 -35.03 -36.19 -36.19 -36.19 -36.02 -36.93 -33.77
roll off 362.06 329.37 368.18 389.26 408.4 408.4 423.73 411.45 426.83 383.88
overshoot 0.13 0.1 0.13 0.1 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.18 0.12 0.13
multiplication 24 24 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
cutoff error (Ec) 531.25 519.53 507.81 478.52 460.94 460.94 455.08 443.36 431.64 431.64
stopband error(Est) 146.48 216.8 351.56 492.19 498.05 498.05 568.36 503.91 509.77 492.19
attenuation cost (Ew) 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02
computation(Nm) 24 24 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
error cost (E) 3.34 4.88 5.84 7.37 7.16 7.16 7.86 7.24 7.11 7.63
computation cost 0.6 0.6 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55
cost(Cf ) 3.944 5.478 6.39 7.919 7.714 7.714 8.411 7.79 7.662 8.18
Appendix C
THE DATA USED FOR ANALYSIS
This appendix gives the costs of 1159 approximate FIR LPFs used different number representa-
tions at various word-lengths and filter lengths.









16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 average
6 bits 7.48 5.21 5.21 9.87 9.87 9.87 12.07 9.87 12.07 12.07 12.07 17.62 17.62 11.97 11.97 17.49 17.49 17.49 17.49 12.36
8 bits 6.28 5.44 5.44 4.88 2.93 3.91 2.32 3.20 2.95 3.81 5.26 6.21 7.72 7.54 7.54 8.24 7.61 7.50 7.95 5.62
9 bits 6.28 4.13 3.87 4.33 3.83 3.64 3.74 2.67 4.16 4.53 4.31 4.45 3.03 3.70 3.66 4.29 5.37 5.44 7.96 4.39
10 bits 6.14 4.23 4.49 3.30 3.42 3.11 3.02 2.90 3.32 2.53 2.44 2.83 2.68 4.57 4.56 3.42 3.77 4.03 3.57 3.60
11 bits 6.24 4.23 4.09 3.43 3.02 2.78 2.59 3.17 2.53 2.86 2.87 2.36 2.65 3.01 3.30 3.64 3.33 3.72 3.40 3.33
12 bits 6.24 4.20 4.20 3.71 3.24 3.04 2.66 2.83 2.85 2.81 2.93 2.73 2.61 2.60 2.83 2.93 3.39 3.44 3.69 3.31
13 bits 6.40 4.35 4.33 3.68 3.23 3.22 2.80 3.01 2.94 2.96 2.79 2.88 2.63 2.76 2.62 2.91 2.67 3.15 3.34 3.30
14 bits 6.54 4.54 4.36 4.02 3.43 3.31 2.99 3.17 3.10 3.07 2.92 3.12 2.93 3.06 2.91 3.70 3.32 3.28 3.75 3.55
15 bits 6.68 4.69 4.62 4.06 3.52 3.55 3.25 3.44 3.29 3.26 3.30 3.50 3.36 3.19 3.30 3.71 3.39 3.62 4.04 3.78
16 bits 6.83 4.74 4.66 4.31 3.87 3.70 3.44 3.68 3.63 3.46 3.55 3.64 3.54 3.33 3.69 4.04 4.03 4.01 4.44 4.03
17 bits 6.98 4.94 4.86 4.51 4.02 3.95 3.64 3.88 3.63 3.80 3.74 3.93 3.94 3.73 3.93 4.29 4.38 4.40 4.74 4.28
18 bits 7.13 5.14 4.96 4.56 4.12 4.20 3.79 4.08 3.93 4.00 3.99 4.23 4.29 3.93 4.43 4.43 4.58 4.86 5.23 4.52
32 bits 17.33 15.24 15.51 17.71 17.27 18.60 18.54 20.58 20.93 21.80 23.34 23.88 25.19 25.57 27.67 29.43 28.82 30.90 32.53 22.68









16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
8 8.12 6.84 6.63 6.04 3.39 5.37 4.01 3.94 5.02 5.62 6.47 7.29 7.88 8.20 8.20 9.11 7.54 8.12 7.85
9 8.12 6.19 5.29 5.06 4.14 4.39 3.64 2.50 5.56 6.06 5.28 6.20 5.02 4.83 5.17 8.18 7.79 8.18 10.04
10 8.12 6.06 6.07 5.27 4.26 4.48 2.65 2.99 4.96 6.09 5.12 4.29 4.88 6.04 6.10 7.03 6.20 6.92 8.05
11 8.07 6.15 5.79 5.41 3.99 4.48 2.42 3.07 4.92 5.44 5.65 4.25 5.55 5.49 5.27 7.32 7.58 7.54 6.90
12 8.07 6.15 5.79 5.41 4.10 4.48 2.51 2.89 5.05 5.54 5.44 4.39 5.69 5.77 5.76 7.22 7.48 8.17 7.52
14 8.07 6.15 5.79 5.41 4.02 4.48 2.59 3.03 5.04 5.63 5.41 4.59 5.77 5.70 5.66 7.50 7.77 8.14 7.65
16 8.07 6.15 5.95 5.41 4.02 4.47 2.59 3.03 5.04 5.63 5.41 4.59 5.77 5.71 5.70 7.55 7.77 8.19 7.64
18 8.07 6.15 5.95 5.41 4.02 4.47 2.59 3.03 5.04 5.63 5.41 4.59 5.77 5.71 5.75 7.55 7.77 8.19 7.64
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16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
8 6.65 6.83 6.41 5.15 3.59 3.75 3.13 3.12 3.38 4.03 5.56 5.07 6.37 6.26 6.26 7.24 6.11 6.77 5.87
9 6.65 5.05 5.24 3.60 4.75 4.09 4.17 3.76 3.90 4.08 4.19 4.20 3.56 4.19 3.61 4.99 4.58 4.51 7.57
10 6.83 5.49 5.71 3.78 4.85 3.28 3.25 3.26 2.96 3.73 3.93 3.44 3.53 4.36 4.37 3.63 3.69 7.35 3.63
11 6.81 5.48 5.55 3.75 4.54 3.31 3.21 3.70 3.32 3.38 3.87 3.16 3.75 2.83 3.29 2.65 2.65 2.08 6.45
12 6.87 5.47 5.45 3.77 4.68 3.43 3.49 3.33 3.90 3.29 3.79 2.99 3.62 3.06 3.01 2.44 3.80 2.30 2.52
14 6.90 5.47 5.45 3.81 4.63 3.45 3.64 3.62 3.84 3.68 3.89 3.30 4.08 3.54 3.38 2.90 3.53 3.12 4.29
16 6.90 5.53 5.55 3.81 4.74 3.54 3.79 3.67 3.89 3.73 3.89 3.40 4.22 3.67 3.77 3.16 3.83 3.30 5.12
18 8.07 6.15 5.95 5.41 4.02 4.47 2.59 3.03 5.04 5.63 5.41 4.59 5.77 5.71 5.75 7.55 7.77 8.19 7.64









16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
8 6.81 5.85 5.83 5.15 3.14 4.13 2.50 3.41 3.14 3.94 5.48 6.39 7.92 7.71 7.71 8.46 7.84 7.71 8.23
9 6.81 4.38 4.15 4.57 4.06 3.84 3.91 2.82 4.36 4.80 4.56 4.60 3.16 3.77 3.73 4.36 5.46 5.52 8.12
10 6.65 4.72 4.84 3.53 3.63 3.38 3.21 3.04 3.55 2.80 3.30 3.02 2.86 4.67 4.67 4.20 3.92 4.88 3.71
11 6.79 4.56 4.36 3.75 3.31 3.19 2.97 3.23 2.87 3.15 3.73 2.69 3.04 3.33 3.42 3.85 4.08 4.64 4.24
12 6.79 4.52 4.47 3.86 3.25 3.48 2.94 2.94 3.12 2.93 3.76 2.74 3.01 3.06 3.10 3.29 4.16 4.68 4.53
14 6.88 4.69 4.49 3.97 3.38 3.62 3.32 3.24 3.31 3.27 3.82 3.23 3.32 3.96 3.59 3.97 4.44 4.95 5.20
16 6.98 4.79 4.64 3.97 3.70 3.75 3.49 3.59 3.58 3.57 4.30 3.66 3.88 4.28 4.48 4.16 5.19 5.92 5.82
18 8.07 6.15 5.95 5.41 4.02 4.47 2.59 3.03 5.04 5.63 5.41 4.59 5.77 5.71 5.75 7.55 7.77 8.19 7.64









16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
8 8.12 6.84 6.63 6.04 3.39 5.37 4.01 3.94 5.02 5.62 6.47 7.29 7.88 8.20 8.20 9.11 7.54 8.12 7.85
9 8.12 6.19 5.29 5.06 4.14 4.39 3.64 2.50 5.56 6.06 5.28 6.20 5.02 4.83 5.17 8.18 7.79 8.18 10.04
10 8.12 6.06 6.07 5.27 4.26 4.48 2.65 2.99 4.96 6.09 5.12 4.29 4.88 6.04 6.10 7.03 6.20 6.92 8.05
11 8.07 6.15 5.79 5.41 3.99 4.48 2.42 3.07 4.92 5.44 5.65 4.25 5.55 5.49 5.27 7.32 7.58 7.54 6.90
12 8.07 6.15 5.79 5.41 4.10 4.48 2.51 2.89 4.65 5.54 5.44 4.39 5.69 5.77 5.76 7.22 7.48 8.17 7.52
14 8.07 6.15 5.79 5.41 4.02 4.48 2.59 3.03 5.10 5.62 5.41 4.59 5.69 5.71 5.66 7.52 7.79 8.13 7.65
16 8.07 6.15 5.95 5.41 4.02 4.47 2.59 3.03 5.04 5.63 5.41 4.59 5.77 5.71 5.75 7.55 7.77 8.19 7.64
18 8.07 6.15 5.95 5.41 4.02 4.47 2.59 3.03 5.04 5.63 5.41 4.59 5.77 5.71 5.75 7.55 7.77 8.19 7.64
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16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
8 6.65 6.78 6.41 5.15 3.54 3.70 3.08 3.07 3.33 4.03 5.56 5.07 6.37 6.26 6.26 7.19 6.06 6.72 5.82
9 6.65 5.05 5.24 3.60 4.70 4.04 4.12 3.71 3.90 4.03 4.14 4.15 3.51 4.19 3.61 4.99 4.58 4.51 7.52
10 6.83 5.49 5.71 3.78 4.80 3.18 3.20 3.26 2.96 3.68 3.83 3.34 3.48 4.31 4.32 3.58 3.64 7.30 3.58
11 6.81 5.48 5.55 3.75 4.49 3.21 3.21 3.70 2.92 2.83 3.42 3.11 3.70 2.83 3.29 2.60 2.60 2.08 6.40
12 6.87 5.47 5.45 3.77 4.63 3.43 3.49 3.33 3.90 3.24 3.69 2.94 3.52 3.06 3.01 2.34 3.70 2.25 2.47
14 6.90 5.47 5.45 3.81 4.58 3.45 3.64 3.57 3.84 3.58 3.79 3.25 3.88 3.49 3.33 2.85 3.48 3.07 4.19
16 6.90 5.53 5.55 3.81 4.74 3.54 3.79 3.67 3.89 3.73 3.89 3.40 4.22 3.67 3.77 3.11 3.83 3.30 5.12
18 8.07 6.15 5.95 5.41 4.02 4.47 2.59 3.03 5.04 5.63 5.41 4.59 5.77 5.71 5.75 7.55 7.77 8.19 7.64









16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52
8 6.81 5.80 5.83 5.15 3.09 4.08 2.45 3.36 3.09 3.94 5.48 6.39 7.92 7.71 7.71 8.41 7.79 7.66 8.18
9 6.81 4.38 4.15 4.57 4.01 3.79 3.86 2.77 4.26 4.65 4.41 4.55 3.11 3.77 3.73 4.36 5.46 5.52 8.07
10 6.65 4.52 4.79 3.48 3.58 3.23 3.11 2.99 3.40 2.60 3.05 2.87 2.71 4.62 4.62 4.15 3.82 4.78 3.61
11 6.74 4.51 4.36 3.60 3.16 2.99 2.92 3.18 2.17 2.20 3.08 2.39 2.79 3.33 3.42 3.80 4.03 4.49 4.04
12 6.79 4.47 4.47 3.81 3.15 3.28 2.94 2.84 3.02 2.68 3.51 2.44 2.81 3.06 3.10 3.19 4.01 4.48 4.43
14 6.88 4.69 4.49 3.92 3.33 3.52 3.17 3.14 3.16 3.07 3.67 3.03 3.02 3.71 3.49 3.82 4.29 4.75 4.95
16 6.98 4.79 4.64 3.97 3.70 3.75 3.49 3.54 3.48 3.52 4.20 3.61 3.88 4.18 4.38 4.06 5.19 5.82 5.77
18 6.98 4.79 4.64 3.97 3.70 3.75 3.49 3.54 3.48 3.52 4.20 3.61 3.88 4.18 4.38 4.06 5.19 5.82 5.77
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